
 



 

1 Project Summary 

Youth Energy Week was a renewable energy and 

energy efficiency workshop in Varna, Bulgaria. It 

took place from July 2 to July 8 in 2007 in Varna, 

Bulgaria, with over 35 participants from local high 

schools. 

The course’s main goal was to introduce the concepts of renewable energy and sustainable energy 

development to a group of students, as well as to disseminate these ideas through the further 

development of individual projects. 

 

2 Project Accomplishments 

Aside from the main goal of presenting the concepts of renewable energy and sustainable energy 

development, the project achieved progress on several levels. 

First, on a personal level, the project exposed the local students to both new ideas and new ways of 

pursuing intellectual thought. Science classes in Bulgaria are often bound to a rigid, unexciting 

structure, which provide little incentive for creativity. Through the precept structure of the Youth 

Energy Week classes students were engaged in a productive discussion, which allowed them to 

question and develop the new ideas they were presented.  

In addition, due to shortage of teaching staff and economical resources, most Bulgarian schools are 

unable to provide students with efficient examples in the scientific and engineering subjects. Thus, 

students often feel restrained in tedious theory-limited classes. Using the facilities of the Technical 

University – Varna, the course was able to provide the students with access to experimental 

equipment throughout the duration of the Week and allow them to perform a variety of practical 

demonstrations. Thanks to the generosity of the University and the interest of the students this 

cooperation continues today even after the project itself is completed. 

The hands-on strategy of the course ensured both the successful communication of the ideas the 

lectures were trying to convey and the sense of understanding, and even ownership, of these ideas by 

the students. The attendance rate was virtually perfect, and students were enthusiastic even after the 

official end of the Week. 

Another level the course achieved progress on was the social one. Currently Bulgaria is among the top 

twenty countries by carbon intensity of GDP, and this effect is reinforced both on the supply and the 

demand side. On the supply side more than half of Bulgaria’s electricity is produced in outdated highly 

inefficient coal plants. On the demand side, due to relatively low energy prices, most consumers are 

either using energy irresponsibly, or are utilizing inefficient equipment, which greatly increases their 

electricity consumption.  

This problem itself was addressed through various means.  

By conveying the ideas of renewable energy and energy efficiency to the participants, the project relies 

on word-of-mouth communication to the participants’ family and peers.  

As this is a helpful, but not necessarily efficient method of information dissemination, all of the 

participants were strongly encouraged to develop their own smaller-scale projects within their schools 
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and neighborhoods. These individual project are currently being carried out with substantial success in 

raising community awareness. 

Finally, the course was widely reflected in the local media, attracting the attention of both ordinary 

citizens and local NGOs. This attention was beneficial both for disseminating the ideas of the project, 

but also for the participants, many of whom were able to further express their new ideas and 

understandings. 

 

3 Week Proceedings 

The Youth Energy Week was hosted by EUC “Energy – Nature – Balkan” at the Technical University – 

Varna, who were our local partners. 

The Youth Energy Week was opened with an official inauguration ceremony on Monday, July 2
nd

 2007. 

Student courses began immediately after the opening ceremony, with a general introduction into 

contemporary energy resources and future energy development, attended by all participants. 

Due to the high interest in the course the participants 

were divided into two groups for the rest of the week. 

For each day there was a special topic of interest 

chosen, on which there was an hour-long lecture, 

followed by two hours of practical work. Specific 

details for the proceedings can be found in the 

calendar in Appendix III. 

On Friday, July 6
th

, a fieldtrip was organized to the 

Kavarna Wind Farm. There the students were 

presented with a practical demonstration of industry-

scale wind-based power generation. There was a 15 

minute presentation by the chief engineer of the wind 

farm, followed by a long Q&A session, with topics 

discussed varying from the technical aspects of the 

installation to the economical viability of the farm. 

Saturday, July 7
th

 was dedicated to a series of 

discussions on topics chosen by the students, 

including sustainable architecture, biofuels, and a 

deeper look into global warming and photovoltaic 

systems. 

The remainder of the Week, until the closing 

ceremony on Sunday evening, was dedicated as time 

for the participants to develop the proposals for their 

individual projects. 
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4 Individual Projects 

At the closing ceremony the students handed in 9 project proposals, whose short descriptions are 

listed below. All the projects have an incorporated education element, allowing them to reach out to a 

bigger audience. 

 

The individual projects include: 

- The design and construction of a remote-controlled 

solar-powered vehicle 

- The creation educational essay to be published in 

the local press on the topic of renewable efficiency 

- The construction of a functional 1 meter tall wind 

turbine to be used as an educational tool in a local 

school 

- The publication of a series of articles in a school 

newspaper on the topics of renewable energy and 

energy efficiency 

- The design of a system to powering the main logo 

of a local school through a renewable energy 

source 

- The preparation and implementation of a series of 

lectures for local high schools on renewable energy 

- The construction of a demonstrational solar water 

heater system to be used as a proof-of-concept 

advertisement for local homeowners 

- The creation of a solar-powered decorative water 

fountain to be displayed in a local school 

- The construction of miniature wind generator 

models for use in school demonstrations in the 

region 

 

An evaluation of the projects is scheduled for January 2008 

with the best projects to receive monetary and non-monetary prizes. 

5 Project Assessment and Continuation 

The project was an overall success, with over 35 

participants from local schools. An anonymous evaluation 

form was distributed at the end of the course, and was 

submitted back by 80% of the participants. The form 

asked for feedback on five main subjects – the course as a 

whole, the lectures, the practical work, the homework 

problem sets and the fieldtrip. The students were asked 

to assign all categories a score from 2 to 6 (standard 

grading practice in Bulgaria). 
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All areas received an average score above 5.0, ranking them as successful. The course received an 

overall score of 5.95. 

The lectures received an average score of 5.8, and were on number of occasions noted as substantially 

better than the normal school experience. There were criticisms to some of the lectures being too 

dense, which is an issue to be addressed if the project is to be continued in future years. 

The practical work scored 5.6 with the dominance of a single negative comment – that there weren’t 

enough. Given that the 6 allocated hours were barely sufficient illustrates perfectly the need of more 

such projects both in and outside of school. 

The most controversial area was the homework problem sets, with a score of 5.2. In fact, the number 

of participants complaining about the tasks being easy was almost equal to the number of participants 

complaining about them being too hard. This result is quite understandable given the diversity of the 

group both in terms of age and school distribution. 

Not surprisingly, one of the highest scores (5.9) was granted to the fieldtrip. 

An overwhelming number of evaluation forms mentioned the participants’ eagerness to help organize 

another Youth Energy Week the following summer. Given the structure of the course and the 

enthusiasm of the local partners this is a possible option. All the materials from the course have been 

given to the EUC “Energy – Nature – Balkan” and administered by its leader Venelin Pavlov. Currently 

most of them are at local high schools to be used as educational tools, with the agreement that they 

will be returned next summer to be utilized in another course or to be redistributed. Given the 

enthusiasm of the students and the overall results of the course I believe that Youth Energy Week can 

and should become a tradition. 
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Appendix I: Pictures from Youth Energy Week 

 

The article on Youth Energy Week in Cherno More 

Pavel and Ivelina inside one of the wind generators 

A group of students talking with the chief engineer of 

the wind farm during a field demonstration 

Maria and Paolina in front of the 

vertical-axis wind generator used as a 

demosntration 

On the road to the wind farm... 



 

Appendix II: List of Participants 

 

Name School Grade 

   

Anna Tsvetanova Milenkova Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Anton Dobrinov Dobrev Professional School of Economics 10 

Atanas Stefanov Georgiev Lyuben Karavelov High School 9 

Blagovest Georgiev Trenchev Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Viktoriya Pavlinova Peycheva Varna High School of Mathematics 11 

Galina Stoyanova Lyuckanova Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Genoveva Detelinova Dimova Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Desislava Atanasova Dimitrova Lyuben Karavelov High School 9 

Desislava Yankova Lazarova Lyuben Karavelov High School 9 

Detelinka Ventsislavova Trifonova Lyuben Karavelov High School 9 

Dimitar Borislavov Anastasov Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Dimitar Evgeniev Zhelyazkov Varna High School of Mathematics 11 

Dobryana Peycheva Koleva Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Zlatozara Atanasova Stoilova First Language High School 9 

Ivailo Petrov Dimitrov Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Ivan Angelov Manin Varna High School of Mathematics 11 

Ivan Radev Radev Varna High School of Mathematics 11 

Ivelina Hristova Hrisova Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Ivet Miroslavova Manolova Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Iliyan Dimitrov Dimitrov Professional School of Economics 10 

Yoana Rumenova Dimitrova Professional School of Economics 10 

Kiril Miroslavov Todorov Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Lyubomira Boryanova Cheshmedzhieva First Language High School 11 

Mariela Pavlova Sarafieva Professional School of Economics 10 

Mariya Valentinova Dimova First Language High School 9 

Mihail Kirilov Mihailov Professional School of Arhitecture 10 

Nikolay Valeriev Kamenov Varna High School of Mathematics 11 

Nilifer Yurhan Ismail Lyuben Karavelov High School 9 

Pavel Rumenov Sofroniev Varna High School of Mathematics 11 

Paolina Tsvetanova Toncheva First Language High School 9 

Petya Stoycheva Borislavova Lyuben Karavelov High School 9 

Raya Zhecheva Penkova Varna High School of Mathematics 9 

Rositsa Yankova Lazarova Lyuben Karavelov High School 9 

Rumyana Andreyanova Andreeva Varna High School of Mathematics 11 

Trayan Damyanov Damyanov Varna High School of Mathematics 9 
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